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Computer exercise on stochastic processes

The purpose of this computer exercise is to study the estimation of the expected value,
covariance function and spectral density for some process realizations, both simulated
and real measurements.

You are allowed to work in groups of one or two during the exercise.

1 Preparations

• Carefully read through the entire computer exercise and study the indicated
course material.

• Answer the preparatory exercises for Mozquizto. The deadline for
doing this is November 12 at 12.00 noon.

Mozquizto is found at http://quizms.maths.lth.se/, where you create a personal
account using your Stil-login. Please note: You need to pass the test in
order to attend the computer exercise! Prepare well, you might be asked
to discuss and explain your answers during the exercise.

• The computer exercises require basic knowledge of Matlab. If you have not
used Matlab before, please look at the tutorial material provided online.

In order to pass the computer exercise, you have to:

• Attend your scheduled session, either in person or via zoom, depending on the
session.

• Present your work to the teaching assistant before the end of the session. When
you are ready, call the attention of a teaching assistant (or sign up on the list
to be examined). You will then be asked questions relating to the exercise and
the covered material. Passing requires understanding of the main concepts of the
exercise.

You are of course always welcome to ask questions during your computer exercise
session, just make sure you have prepared well. A valid reason for missing a scheduled
session, e.g. sickness, needs to be reported to the course responsible (lecturer) before
the start of your session.
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2 Estimating the unknown

2.1 Estimating the expected value

Please find the additional files and data on the course webpage and upload these into
your computer. Load the file data.mat using the command load data. The file
contains a realization of 100 measurements of white noise with the unknown expected
value m . Remember to save your Matlab commands in a script.

Plot the sequence using plot(data).

Q. Does this process have a zero mean?'

&

$

%
Estimate the mean using mean(data). The measurement values are independent as
the process is white noise.

Q. Derive the 95 % confidence interval of the estimate of the expected
value, m̂. Can you say that this a zero-mean process?'

&

$

%
(Hint: use the Matlab function std).

2.2 Estimating the covariance function

Load the file covProc which contains a realisation of an unknown process. Plot yt
against yt−k for different values of k , e.g. start with the commands,

k=1;

plot(covProc(1:end-k),covProc(k+1:end),’.’)

and change to k=2 and k=3 and examine the differences between the plots.
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Q. Sketch the view. What do these ”scatter plots” represent?'

&

$

%
Estimate the covariance function with xcov, using the command

[ycov,lags]=xcov(covProc,20,’biased’);

You could also use [ycorr,lags]=xcov(covProc,20,’coeff’); to normalize to the
correlation function. Plot the results using, for instance,

plot(lags,ycov,’ro’,lags,ycov,’b-).

Q. What values did you get? Explain how these values relate to the plots
above?'

&

$

%
3 Student in a symphony orchestra

3.1 Keynotes and overtones

The sound from most acoustic instruments consist of a fundamental frequency, often
termed a keynote, and some overtones. The phases of the overtones typically depend
on the instrument and are partly correlated with the swinging of the keynote. This,
together with the relation between the power of the overtones, produces the perceived
sound of the instrument.

If the keynote has frequency f0 , what are the frequencies of the overtones? This
will depend on the type of instrument, but for string instruments, the overtones can
be well represented1 as fk = kf0, with k = 1, 2, . . . . Load the files cello.mat and
trombone.mat. These files contain the signals of a tone played by a cellist and a

1It is worth noting that the stiffness of the string will actually produce some frequency offsets such
that the overtones will not be exact multiples of the fundamental frequency. A more precise model of
the overtones taking the string stiffness into account can be found as fk = kf0

√
1 + Bk2 , where B is

a positive stiffness parameter.
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trombonist at The Academic Orchestra in Lund2. You can listen to the tones by using
the command

soundsc(cello.x)

Use the fft command to compute the periodogram estimate. One also needs to take
the magnitude of the transformed data, using the command abs, and square it. Given
the way fft is implemented in Matlab, the frequencies are sorted from 0 to 2π ; in
order to present them from −π to π , one use the command fftshift. The resulting
command is thus

Rx = fftshift( abs( fft(x,P) ).^2 )/N;

where P is the total length of the vector after zero-padding (if you do not wish to
zero-padd, you can remove the parameter, although, in general, it is often a good idea
to zero-padd the data to get a higher resolution on the frequency axis) and

N = length(x);

is the length of the vector x.

Plot the resulting estimate using both a linear and logarithmic scale. In order to get
the x-axis scaled appropriately, you can create the variable

ff=(0:P-1)/P-0.5;

If you did not zero-padd, use P=N.

To then plot the periodogram estimate, you can write either

plot( ff, Rx )

or

plot( ff, log(Rx) )

The latter in case you want the plot in logarithmic scale.

Q. What are the frequencies of the cello and trombone keynotes?'

&

$

%
Q. Do the overtones appear at integer multiples of the keynotes and how
many overtones can you see for the cello and the trombone sounds? (hint:
use the logarithmic scale).'

&

$

%
2Founded 1745, the orchestra still today plays at doctoral promotions, professor installations,

hälsningsgillen, and symphony concerts.
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Q. These sounds were recorded using a really bad tape-recorder, and thus
contain a lot of noise. Can you see a strong noise peak at a particular
frequency?'

&

$

%
(Hint: the tape recorder was not battery charged.)

4 Speech modeling in cell phones

An early method for modeling speech is that it locally can be assumed to be an AR(20)-
process. A refined version of this model is actually still used when transmitting sound
between cellphones (or mobile phones if you prefer British English). When you are
speaking in a cellphone, the sound is divided into 20 millisecond long time frames. The
parameters of the model are estimated; these parameters of the AR-model are then
sent to the other persons phone. By running white noise through the model, the speech
is reconstructed.

4.1 Parameter estimation

Open the file audio extra.m. The code loads an audio file where someone is saying
“Why were you away a year Roy?”. You can listen the file, once it’s loaded, by typing

sound(x,Fs);

Plot the process and check if the process is zero mean. Then use the provides code
audio extra.m, which divides the sound file into into sections of 20 ms; for each section,
we want to estimate the parameters of the AR(20)-model. Your task is to write that
code into the for-loop. Try to write your own code for this, or if you prefer that, use
the command3 arcov.

Once the AR parameters are estimated, one can see the sizes of audio file x and the
AR parameters in ar param by writing:

whos x ar_param

This will show you the sizes of the audio-file and the size of the parameters in bytes.

3To see how to call a function, use the command help functionname.
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Q. If the parameters are transmitted in this representation, how much
storage is saved by sending the AR-parameters instead of the audio itself?'

&

$

%
4.2 Evaluation

The second part of the code in audio extra.m will estimate the spectrum of one section
of the audio file and compare it with the spectrum of the estimated AR(20)-model. If
your code work, the resulting spectra should show some similarities, although they will
clearly not be exactly the same (why not?).

The third section of the code will reconstruct the audio using your estimated model
parameters. The original audio and the reconstructed audio will be plotted. Before
playing the reconstructed audio, check the plotted reconstruction and make sure it is
stable!

If the reconstruction looks stable and reasonably close to the original audio, you can
listen to it by typing

sound(x_rec,Fs)

As you (hopefully) can hear, the reconstruction is quite noisy and sounds somewhat
inhuman. The reason for this is that the used model is somewhat primitive. Current
systems used a bit more refined model (although still based on the AR parameters). If
you want to know how some easy changes can be made, reducing the order to AR(10)
with improved sound quality, you can learn this in the course on Time series analysis.
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